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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The main objective of REIVON is to investigate to what extent CO2 emissions of global aviation 
can be reduced via an optimisation of aircraft size/range and flight network. The project will 
first identify the theoretical potentials for reducing CO2 emissions via optimised aircraft, 
network and frequency reductions. Hereby, three alternatives for an optimised global air 
transport system will be considered: 
1) splitting long-haul flights into shorter legs;  
2) reducing frequencies to the necessary minimum; and  
3) a combination of 1 and 2.  
 
Moreover, REIVON will assess the impacts on stakeholders of an optimised global air transport 
system (ATS) and will analyse potential measures to establish such a system with optimised 
aircraft, network and frequency reductions. REIVON makes use of an integrated approach 
including aircraft design and performance, airline fleet and network optimisation, aircraft 
emissions modelling, air traffic demand modelling as well as impact assessment on local and 
global level. The analytical steps are carried out in four technical work packages, and a fifth 
work package is involved with management.  
 
Work package 1 was involved with the elaboration of the REIVON general methodology, the 
data and models/tools to be applied in REIVON and the metrics to be considered in the impact 
assessment. During WP1 various meetings have been held between the Topic Manager (DLR) 
and the REIVON Consortium (Envisa, MMU, TUHH and TAKS). During these meeting all WP1 
aspects have been discussed and agreed upon. Moreover, DLR has provided the REIVON 
Consortium with global aviation forecast data and it has been agreed how these data will be 
used in the project. This report is the first deliverable of REIVON and contains the results of  
work package 1. 
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1 Objectives REIVON and relation to CS2JU Work Plan 
 

1.1 Objectives REIVON 
 
Airlines offer long-haul flights and high frequencies of flights with aircraft designed for much 
longer ranges to improve customer choice and increase market shares. Among other things, 
this goes at the expense of increased fuel use and consequently, CO2 emissions. This leads to 
the question as to what extent range-optimised aircraft and fuel-optimised flight legs can 
reduce CO2 emissions at the air transport system level. To identify the potential emission 
reductions of an optimised combination of aircraft size/range and flight network compared to 
the current airline driven development is very important to the overall Clean Sky 2 
programme. It will provide knowledge to identify which emission/noise optimised aircraft 
types are required. 
 
In the light of the above, the general objective of REIVON is to investigate to what extent the 
CO2 emissions of global aviation can be reduced via an optimisation of aircraft size/range and 
flight network. 
 
The general objectives is subdivided into three more specific REIVON objectives: 
1. To identify the theoretical potentials for reducing CO2 emissions via optimised aircraft, 

network and frequency reductions. 
2. To assess the impacts on stakeholders of a global air transport system with optimised 

aircraft, network and frequency reductions. 
3. To analyse potential measures to establish a global air transport system with optimised 

aircraft, network and frequency reductions. 
 
The theoretical potential for reducing CO2 emissions is to be regarded as a realistic maximum 
CO2 reduction of an optimised global air transport system without taking into account possible 
adverse impacts on stakeholders. Also the theoretical potential does not consider if and how 
the establishment of an optimised global air transport system could be realised.  However, 
not yet taking into account possible adverse impacts on stakeholders does still mean the 
assessment of the theoretical potential has to be realistic. Therefore boundary conditions 
have been formulated to which an optimised global air transport system should comply. This 
in order to avoid that the assessment of the theoretical potential for reducing CO2 emissions 
will show an unrealistic maximum CO2 reduction. 
 
Addressing the first specific REIVON objective will identify the potential for an optimised 
global air transport system that could contribute to the ACARE goal of reaching a 75% 
reduction in CO2 emissions per passenger kilometre in 2050.  
 
The impact assessment will include metrics related to a wide range of stakeholders like 
passengers, aircraft manufacturers, airlines, airports and people living in the surrounding 
areas of airports. Also metrics related to network connectivity and energy/environment will 
be taken into account. In relation to the latter the impact assessment will also look at the 
contribution of an optimised global air transport system to the other ACARE goals with respect 
to NOx emissions and noise. 
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The third specific REIVON objective will address the question of what potential measures 
would be required to establish an optimised global air transport system. Eventually, this will 
provide an overview of the extent by which the full theoretical potentials for reducing CO2 

could realistically be achieved. 
 
Chapter 2 of this report describes the REIVON general methodology applied to fulfil the 
objectives of REIVON.   
 
 

1.2 Relation to CS2JU Work Plan 
 

The REIVON project is in compliance with all key aspects of the CS2JU work plan and additional 
efficiency is provided by the experts who have already developed required data and modelling 
capabilities from previous European R&D projects.  

The REIVON research and innovation action addresses the Topic “Reduction of the 
environmental impact of aviation via optimisation of aircraft size/range and flight network” 
(JTI-CS2-2020-CfP11-TE2-01-14) within the “Technology Evaluator” Programme Area under 
the 11th Call for Proposals (CFP11) in Clean Sky 2. 

The role of the Technology Evaluator (TE) is to assess the environmental impacts of the 
technologies developed in Clean Sky 2 and their level of success towards well-defined 
environmental (CO2, NOx and noise) targets. The TE conducts assessments on the various 
technologies at three levels, viz. aircraft level, airport level as well as air transport system (ATS) 
level. Within the TE, seven work packages have been defined. WP5 relates to the impact 
assessment at the ATS level. The topic call, to which this proposal relates, is included in TE 
WP5.2. 

Relation to the Topic 

CfP11-TE2-01-14 Background and requirements: “To identify the potential emission reductions 
of an optimised combination of aircraft size/range and flight network compared to the current 
airline driven development is very important to Clean Sky, […]”. 

REIVON is set to directly contribute to this challenge by performing a system-wide assessment 
on ATS level.  

Splitting up long-haul flights into shorter legs to increase fuel efficiency has been proposed 
and also analysed by several researchers. This concept, also known as “staging” or 
“intermediate stop operations”, is being discussed from many perspectives in the literature, 
including its implications on operating costs as well as on the environment. A global fuel 
analysis of Intermediate Stop Operations on long-haul routes, which considered the 
optimisation of both the aircraft range and the flight network, has for instance been prepared 
by [Linke et al., 2011].  However, this study was limited to a fleet analysis of Airbus A330 and 
Boeing 777 aircraft only. 

An optimisation of flight frequencies via the use of bigger aircraft while maintaining 
connectivity has been e.g. conducted by [Nollau and Thiessen, 2019]. However, the scope of 
that study was limited to European airspace only. 
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For the first time, REIVON will extend these previous research and conduct a comprehensive 
global and exhaustive study and also combine the two above mentioned levels of service.  

Relation to the CS2 High-Level Objectives 

The Clean Sky 2 programme has been set up to: 

 accelerate the progress towards the ACARE SRIA goals for 2020-2050; 

 enable a technological leap in the face of emerging competitors; 

 justify the early replacement of aircraft that have yet to enter service and accelerate the 
adoption of new technology into the global fleet. 

The Programme aims to accelerate the introduction of new technology in the 2025-2035 
timeframe. It is assumed that by 2050, 75% of the world’s fleet now in service (or on order) 
will be replaced by aircraft that can deploy Clean Sky 2 technologies. 

Aircraft operators will use these aircraft to make a profit, which implies that they will fly these 
aircraft on multiple routes with various ranges. In fact, most of the routes in the network have 
a mission range that is considerably below the maximum mission range, which implies that 
the aircraft is actually oversized in terms of weight, wing area, and engine power to fly these 
missions. This results in more CO2 emissions on such missions than would be the case for an 
aircraft that is specifically designed for this network. 

It is therefore of special importance that an increased understanding of the potential to 
reduce emissions by an optimised combination of aircraft size/range and flight network is 
created. This may influence the definition of the Top-Level Aircraft Requirements and support 
the fact that the next-generation aircraft will have a considerably smaller impact on 
environment. This increased understanding will be developed by the REIVON project and 
made available to the TE, the CS2 stakeholders as well as to the public. 

CS2 High-Level Environmental Objectives1: “(b) to contribute to improving the environmental 
impact of aeronautical technologies, including those relating to small aviation, as well as to 
developing a strong and globally competitive aeronautical industry and supply chain in Europe. 
This can be realised through speeding up the development of cleaner air transport technologies 
for earliest possible deployment, and in particular the integration, demonstration and 
validation of technologies capable of: 
i) increasing aircraft fuel efficiency, thus reducing CO2 emissions by 20 to 30 % compared to 

‘state-of-the-art’ aircraft entering into service as from 2014; 
ii) reducing aircraft NOx and noise emissions by 20 to 30 % compared to ‘state-of-the-art’ 

aircraft entering into service as from 2014.” 

Although no particular aircraft technology will be subject to investigation in REIVON, in the 
above mentioned sense, the optimisation of the combination of aircraft size/range and flight 
network is considered to be a measure capable of increasing fleet wide fuel efficiency. As a 
consequence, CO2 and NOx emissions will be reduced. The analysis and detailed quantification 
of the potential to reduce the environmental impact of aviation through an optimisation of 
aircraft size/range and flight network is subject to the REIVON project.  

CS2 High-Level Environmental Objectives related to airports: “To evaluate the full potential of 
environmental benefits of Clean Sky 2 technologies to an airport area, namely noise on the 
ground and population impacted by certain noise levels and emissions (CO2 and NOx).” 

                                                      
1 Article 2 of the COUNCIL REGULATION (EU) No 558/2014 of 6 May 2014 
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Although the REIVON project scope is an ATS level assessment, the potential changes due to 
network efficiency scenarios will be investigated in REIVON in terms of the airports that will 
get significant traffic increase/decrease, and its implication for noise, NOx, and capacity. An 
approach similar to the ICAO Environmental Trends work [ICAO, 2019] is thereby adopted.  
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2 REIVON General methodology and analytical steps  
 

2.1 General methodology 
 
As part of  Work Package 1 (WP1) the general methodology has been discussed with the Topic 
Manager in a number of meetings. This has resulted in a general methodology which is agreed 
upon between the REIVON partners (Envisa, MMU, TUHH and TAKS) and the Topic Manager 
(DLR).   
 
Basically REIVON will perform three tasks: 
1. Identification of theoretical potentials for reducing CO2 emissions via optimised aircraft, 

network and frequency reductions; 
2. Assessment of potential impacts on stakeholders; 
3. Analysis of potential measures. 
 
The REIVON general methodology ensures that these tasks are performed in a  comprehensive 
and coherent way. The basis for the general methodology is the following set of assumptions 
and boundary conditions: 

 The scope of the analysis for REIVON relates to global scheduled passenger flights, 
including both international and domestic flights. Freighter flights, non-scheduled/charter 
flights, business jet flights, military flights and general aviation are excluded from the 
analysis scope.  

 The theoretical potentials for reducing CO2 emissions will be assessed for three 
alternatives, namely:  
1. splitting long-haul flights into shorter legs;  
2. reducing frequencies to the necessary minimum; and  
3. a combination of 1 and 2.  
In each alternative, the global air transport system is optimised from a fuel use and 
therefore, CO2 emissions perspective. The three alternatives have different networks 
including reduced frequencies and/or reduced long-haul flights and hence, also differ in 
terms of the required aircraft fleet.  

 The theoretical potentials for reducing CO2 emissions of the three alternatives have to be 
quantified for the historical year 2014 (and possibly also 2000), and for the time slices 
provided up to 2050. The rationale in looking back at the potential for CO2 emissions 
reduction for years in the past (2000 and 2014) is to establish a baseline using  the Official 
Airline Guide (OAG) data that is compiled from scheduled airlines data, whereas 
forecasted demand data are based on assumptions from a variety of sources and 
therefore, are inherently fraught with uncertainties. Additionally, the year 2014 is the base 
year considered in the Clean Sky 2 programme, whereas the year 2000 is relevant in 
relation to the ACARE goals. 

 For the years 2000 and 2014, the analyses is based on movement data from OAG. 

 For the time up to 2050, the analyses is based on forecast data covering flight movements 
for scheduled passenger traffic. These forecast data have been provided to the project 
team by the Topic Manager, and are further described in Section 3.1. Years considered in 
the forecast data are 2020, 2025, 2030, 2035, 2040, 2045 and 2050. Subsequently also for 
some of these years the theoretical potentials for reducing CO2 emissions of the three 
alternatives will be assessed. 
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 Origin-destination passenger demand (OD demand) data are used to ensure that the 
optimization is further constrained by the requirement to satisfy the OD demand. These 
data are further discussed in Section 3.3.  

 The potential impacts on stakeholders are quantified where possible. An overview of 
metrics to be considered in the impact assessment is provided in Chapter 6. Hereby 2035 
and 2050 are the two years for which the impacts on stakeholders of the three alternatives 
are quantified.  

 Within the assessment of the potential impacts on stakeholders, a distinction is made 
between impacts on airport level and on ATS level. This distinction is also relevant because 
of the various impact assessment models available to the project team (i.e. both local and 
global environmental assessment models) that also either operate on airport level or ATS 
level. The focus of this study is at the ATS level. Therefore, the assessment of local effects 
such as those from local emissions (eg. NOx) and noise, that are relevant on an airport 
level, will only be conducted to the extent where the results can be abstracted and 
aggregated for conclusions to be drawn on a global level. Airports will hence, not be 
analysed individually but on the basis of representative classes of airports. 

 The analysis of the potential measures is qualitative. The main purpose is to identify what 
measures would be required to establish an optimised air transport system.  

 
In line with the above listed assumptions and boundary conditions the REIVON general 
methodology is broken down into the following analytical steps. 
 
(1).  Compute fuel use and CO2 for base cases 
1A. Process aircraft performance data 
1B. Compute fuel use and CO2 for 2000 and 2014  
1C. Compute fuel use and CO2 for time until 2050 
 
(2). Compute fuel and CO2 for three alternatives 
2A. Creation and detailed elaboration of three alternatives 
2B. Compute fuel and CO2 for 2000 and 2014 for alternatives and comparison with base 

case 
2C.  Compute fuel and CO2 for time until 2050 for alternatives and comparison with base 

case 
 
(3). Assessment of potential impacts of three alternatives on stakeholders  
3A. Define metrics for impact assessment  
3B. Impact assessment for airports of three alternatives for time until 2050 
3C. Impact assessment for air transport system of three alternatives for time until 2050 
  
(4). Analysis of potential measures 
4A. Define potential measures 
4B. Qualitative analysis of potential measures 
  
Figure 2.1 provides an overview of the general approach including the interactions between 
the analytical steps. The figure also shows how the various input data sources feed into the 
various analytical steps. The analytical steps are further described in the next Section.  
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Figure 2-1 General approach REIVON. 

 
 
 
REIVON will use various data sets and a range of models and tools to support the analysis. The 
various data sets are reviewed and discussed in Chapter 3 and an overview of  models/tools 
applied in REIVON is provided in Chapter 7.  
 
 

2.2 Description of analytical steps 
 
A description of the consecutive analytical steps is provided below. 
 
(1). Compute fuel use and CO2 for base cases 

1A. Process aircraft performance data 
Historical fleet composition data are derived from OAG 2000 and 2014, with fuel flow data 
generated using the aircraft performance model, PIANO. The future fleet composition is part 
of the forecast data as provided to the REIVON team by the Topic Manager (see also Section 
3.1).  The performance data for future aircraft types can then be generated from the existing 
PIANO database and/or in combination with fuel improvement factors based on a reference 
aircraft type, as already agreed with Topic Manager. In order to provide context to REIVON’s 
results (see Figure 4.3), as part of work package 2 (WP2) the results from the optimization, in 
terms of CO2 emissions, will be compared to external views, such as those from the 
ICAO/CAEP Environmental Trends assessment [ICAO, 2019]. The comparison methodology 
will be discussed with the Topic Manager and reported as part of WP2. 
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1B. Compute fuel use and CO2 for 2000 and 2014  
The information required for the computation of fuel use and CO2 (alongside NOx) by the 
global aircraft emissions model FAST will be extracted from OAG movement data for 2000 and 
2014 (see Section 3.2). These data include aircraft types, routes (defined by airport of 
departure and airport of arrival) and frequencies. The fuel and CO2 calculation method 
(applied for analytical steps 1B, 1C, 2B and 2C), including the main assumptions adopted, is 
further described in Chapter 4 of this report.  
 
1C. Compute fuel use and CO2 for time until 2050 
The forecast flight data have been obtained from the Topic Manager (see Section 3.1). Hereby 
data for two future baseline scenarios have been provided, the unconstrained high growth 
baseline scenario and the unconstrained low growth baseline scenarios. Based on the data, a 
new emissions inventory will be computed for each flight dataset, e.g. for the two different 
scenarios and the different future time slices. 
 
(2). Compute fuel and CO2 for three alternatives 

2A. Creation and detailed elaboration of three alternatives 
This step is dedicated to solving the complex combinatorial optimisation problem to identify 
alternative air transport systems of variable aircraft fleet and route networks with minimum 
CO2 emissions while fulfilling boundary conditions.  Three optimisation cases are considered: 
(1) splitting long haul flights into shorter legs 2; (2) reducing frequencies to the necessary 
minimum3; and (3) a combination of 1 and 2. For this purpose the following subtasks will be 
executed: 

 Formulation of mathematical optimisation problems for the three optimisation cases. 

 Selection of a suitable solution algorithm. 

 Identify a set of reference aircraft based on number of seats and range, estimated CO2 
emissions and ASK. The set of reference aircraft will be agreed upon with the Topic 
Manager.  

 Generation of response surface model for a fast calculation of fuel consumption and flight 
time as a function of aircraft design range, number of seats and stage length. 

 Filtering of the air traffic data and separation into different datasets relevant for the 
optimisation cases 1, 2 and 3. 

 Compilation and preparation of an airport database. 

 Solving the optimisation problems by executing outer and inner (variation of route 
network) optimisation loops, this includes. 
o Variation of aircraft design with respect to range and seats in defined discrete 

parameter steps. 

                                                      
2 There have been studies indicating that the splitting of longer flights into shorter legs for the sake of reducing 
fuel and CO2 emissions only shows potential if the original flight is longer than approximately 2500 NM. The 
underlying relations on payload range efficiency will be considered in the definition of the term “long haul” from 
a REIVON perspective. 
3 The necessary minimum with respect to the flight frequency can be considered a variable in the optimization 
and can be derived from the curve of the system-level CO2 reduction as a function of frequency. “Necessary” in 
this sense means: How far can we reduce frequency while increasing size and fulfilling passenger demand and at 
the same time reduce CO2 emissions? In practice, the effect of a reduced offer (market side) would certainly also 
affect the demand to some extent. This rebound effect, however, is considered small and shall not be modelled 
in REIVON. 
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o For each fixed design, optimisation of the network by processing each flight of the 
entire flight plan according to following sequence: (i) pre-filtering candidate airports 
based on geometric approach; (ii) determination of overall CO2 emissions of the split 
mission by evaluating the response surfaces for both legs; (iii) identification of 
optimum airport (=minimum CO2); and (iv) adjusting the flight frequency and 
correction of emissions. 

 
The methodology for defining the optimization alternatives is further described in Chapter 5 
of this report. 
 
2B. Compute fuel and CO2 for 2000 and 2014 for alternatives and comparison with base case 
For each alternative scenario generated in Step 2A, FAST will be applied to compute fuel and 
CO2 (alongside NOx) with the same methodology as the base case (Step 1B). A comparison 
between the results from the base case (Step 1B) and the alternative scenarios (Step 2B) will 
be conducted. 
 
2C. Compute fuel and CO2 for time until 2050 for alternatives and comparison with base case 
Similar to Step 1C, fuel and CO2 (alongside NOx)  from future alternative scenarios will be 
computed by FAST with the same methodology as the base case (Step 1C). A comparison 
between the results from the base case (Step 1C) and the alternative scenarios (Step 2C) will 
be conducted. 
 
(3). Assessment of potential impacts of three alternatives on stakeholders 

3A.Define metrics for impact assessment.  
In this step an overview of metrics to be considered in the impact assessment will be compiled 
Hereby metrics to be considered in task 3.2 (impact assessment for airports) and task 3.3 
(impact assessment air transport system) will distinguished. It will be ensured that all relevant 
stakeholders will be covered by the metrics including airports, the population around airports, 
air transport passengers, airlines, aircraft manufacturers. Metrics will be defined which can be 
assessed quantitatively using the range of tools/models available to the REIVON team. A first 
overview of metrics to be considered in the impact assessment is presented in Chapter 6 of 
this report. 
 
3B.Impact assessment for airports of three alternatives for time until 2050  
In this step the selected key metrics (from step 3A) for airports and the population around 
airports will be computed. Hereby it is expected that airport will be affected differently by the 
different optimisation scenarios. In some scenarios for some airports the number of 
operations will decrease (e.g. following from reduced frequencies), while for other airports 
operations will increase (e.g. following from additional intermediate stop overs). As a principle 
approach we will therefore consider different airport categories (hubs, intermediate stops, 
secondary airports) and select representative airports within each of the categories defined. 
As such the results of the impact assessment for airports can be abstracted and aggregated to 
draw conclusions on an ATS level. Airports will be chosen based on criteria such as: number 
of passengers, operations and transfers, location within a network, geographic characteristics, 
role as intermediate stops, etc. 
 
3C.Impact assessment for air transport system of three alternatives for time until 2050 
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As part of this step a wide range of impacts of the three alternatives of the air transport system 
will be assessed for the years 2035 and 2050, taking into account the following impact 
categories: i) energy and environment; ii) aircraft operations; iii) airlines; iv) consumers 
(passengers); v) aircraft manufacturers ; and vi) operating efficiency. A complete overview of 
the indicators to be considered is provided in Section 6.1 of this report.  
 
 
(4). Analysis of potential measures 

There is a number of reasons why the network’s optimum layout as determined in step 2A is 
not reality today, and current operations are not even close to this theoretic optimum. 
Therefore, REIVON shall investigate which aspects prevent the stakeholders from adopting 
those optimised operations and what can be done to incentivize them to implement such an 
optimised fleet and network. 
 
4A. Define potential measures 
In a first step, a number of measures, such as e.g. the introduction of financial incentives 
dependent on the amount of “avoidable” CO2 emissions similar to emission trading, will be 
identified in close cooperation with the relevant stakeholders and Advisory Board Members. 
For this purpose, workshops will be conducted involving representatives from airlines, airports 
and aircraft manufacturers from Clean Sky 2 members with participation from experts from 
the Technology Evaluator. During the workshops, candidate measures will be discussed in 
detail, Pros and Cons will be collected based on expert opinions and a selection of promising 
measures will be made. 
 
4B. Qualitative analysis of potential measures 
For the shortlist of promising measures, the impact on the relevant stakeholders will be 
determined qualitatively using methods from System Dynamics. For this purpose causal loop 
diagrams will be prepared that capture the decision mechanisms in the affected part of the 
air transport system. The measures will be tested using the causal loop diagrams to determine 
the qualitative implications the measures would have on the system. 
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3 Review of available data sets  
 

3.1 Global aviation forecast data  
 
Global aviation forecast data have been provided by DLR. The starting point of the DLR 
forecast data is OAG data. The forecast data are related to global scheduled passenger air 
traffic, including both international and domestic traffic. Data have been provided for the 
years 2020, 2025, 2030, 2035, 2040, 2045 and 2050 for two baseline scenarios: 

 The unconstrained high growth baseline scenario; 

 The unconstrained low growth baseline scenario. 
 
The term “unconstrained” relates to the assumptions that possible airport capacity 
constraints have not been taken into account in the baseline scenarios. It has been agreed 
between the REIVON Consortium and the Topic Manager, that both baseline scenarios will be 
considered in REIVON. Hence REIVON will also show the impacts of the optimization 
alternatives relative to both baseline scenarios. However, it should be noted that alternative 
scenarios may not be generated for all forecasted years for both high and low scenarios. This 
is due to the potential workload requirement to compute all 48 scenarios (2 baseline 
scenarios, 3 alternatives and 8 forecast years). The decision as to which demand 
scenarios/forecast years that would have alternative scenarios will be based on the baseline 
results is to be conducted in WP2. The priority, as agreed with the Topic Manager, will be given 
to those that are likely to have the greatest impacts. 
 
The data provided by DLR for any of the baseline scenarios/years are split out by airport pair 
and aircraft type. The number of records vary across years (i.e. the numbers of records roughly 
varies between 250 thousand and 350 thousand). For each record the following data fields 
are provided: 
1. Origin airport; 
2. Destination airport; 
3. Fleet (aircraft type codes); 
4. DepCount (number of operations); 
5. SeatCapacity (total seat capacity provided); 
6. Distance_km (Great Circle Distance (GCD) between origin and destination airport); 
7. Total Flight_km (DepCount * Distance_km); 
8. Seat_LF (Passenger Load Factor); 
9. Passengers (SeatCapacity * Seat_LF); 
10. Passenger_km (Passengers * Distance_km); 
11. Seat_km (SeatCapacity * Distance_km); 
12. Generic Aircraft Code. 

 
It is understood from DLR that the airport pairs with less than 100 passengers or less than 10 
flights per year have been omitted from the data provided to REIVON Consortium.  
 
Table 3.1 shows the number of aircraft operations for the two baseline scenarios per forecast 
year. The table shows that only after 2035 the two scenarios start to deviate.  
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In total 3181 airports are considered in the DLR forecast data, implying around 46,000 
airport pairs in both baseline scenarios. Also in both baseline scenarios the number of 
airport pairs slightly increases over time (see table 3.2).   
 
Table 3-1 Number of operations for baseline scenarios per forecast year. 

Forecast year Unconstrained high growth 
baseline scenario 

Unconstrained low growth 
baseline scenario 

2020 42,573,549 42,565,264 

2025 48,125,034 48,124,619 

2030 53,717,477 53,719,194 

2035 59,424,747 59,424,425 

2040 66,185,576 61,649,217 

2045 74,184,352 64,044,206 

2050 84,704,926 67,222,639 

 
Table 3-2 Number of airport pairs for baseline scenarios per forecast year. 

Forecast year Unconstrained high growth 

baseline scenario 

Unconstrained low growth 

baseline scenario 

2020 45,933 45,884 

2025 46,086 46,037 

2030 46,100 46,051 

2035 46,115 46,075 

2040 46,127 46,082 

2045 46,136 46,077 

2050 46,204 46,063 

 
The number of aircraft types (reflected by different aircraft type codes) in both baseline 
scenarios reduces over time (see table 3.3). This is because, in both baseline scenarios, for any 
ICAO seat-category new aircraft types requirements in the forecast are fulfilled by a single 
reference aircraft type. Hence a variety of different aircraft types within a seat category, which 
are retired, are replaced by a single aircraft type. For some ICAO seat-categories the reference 
aircraft type is different for different production windows. An overview of the reference 
aircraft type(s) per ICAO seat category considered in the forecast data is presented in table 
3.4. The table shows that for 5 ICAO seat categories 2 production windows are considered 
with different reference aircraft types. The table also shows the maximum range of the 
reference aircraft types. The aircraft types that exist in the 2014 base year fleet are denoted 
by IATA aircraft codes and any reference aircrafts are denoted by ICAO aircraft codes. 
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Table 3-3 Number of aircraft types for baseline scenarios and forecast year. 

Forecast year Unconstrained high growth 

baseline scenario 

Unconstrained low growth 

baseline scenario 

2020 148 150 

2025 146 151 

2030 143 148 

2035 139 140 

2040 131 131 

2045 122 115 

2050 114 104 

 
Table 3-4 Reference aircraft types in forecast data. 

ICAO Seat 
Category 

Aircraft 
Code 

Aircraft description Maximum 
range (km) 

Entry-into-
service (in 

forecast data)  

Out of 
production 

1-19 D228 Do228NG 1280 2015 2050 

20-50 AT42 ATR42-500 2683 2015 2050 

51-70 AT72 ATR72-600 2683 2015 2050 

71-85 DH8D Dash8-Q400 2790 2015 2050 

86-125 E190 Embraer E190 4504 2015 2017 

86-125 E290 Embraer E190-E2 4504 2018 2050 

126-150 A319 Airbus A319 7540 2015 2015 

126-150 BCS3 Airbus A220-300 6600 2016 2050 

151-175 A320 Airbus A320 7040 2015 2015 

151-175 A20N Airbus A320neo 7040 2016 2050 

176-210 A321 Airbus A321 6400 2015 2016 

176-210 A21N Airbus A321neo 6400 2017 2050 

211-300 B788 Boeing 787-8 15500 2015 2050 

301-400 A359 Airbus A350-900 13800 2015 2050 

401-500 B748 Boeing 747-8I 17488 2015 2021 

401-500 B779 Boeing 777-9 17488 2022 2050 

501-600 A388 Airbus A380-800 14800 2015 2021 

 
For any of the years, the forecast data apply the same passenger load factor to all airport pairs. 
Also for any year, the same load factor is applied in both baseline scenarios. The load factor 
curve from the DLR Load Factor Model, underlying the forecast data, is presented in figure 
3.1. In line with the this curve, the passenger load factor in the forecast data increases over 
time from 82.8% in 2020 to 88% in 2050. 
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Figure 3-1 Load factor curve applied in forecast data. 

 
 
 

3.2 OAG data for 2000 and 2014  
 
For the years 2000 and 2014, the analyses will be based on operations data from the Official 
Airline Guide (OAG), which will be available to REIVON. Due to restrictions on OAG data 
licensing, the main OAG data analysis will be performed by MMU and data will be shared via 
FAST output, aggregated to a level that is suitable for other project partners’ requirements.  
 
OAG has a long history of providing comprehensive global scheduled flight data for many 
organizations including ICAO and the data is widely recognised as industry standard with high 
detail suitable for global fuel/CO2 impact assessments. The scheduled data do not reflect 
‘actual’ air traffic, but present ‘planned’ traffic submitted by airlines and collated by OAG 
Aviation Worldwide. Data could be available 1 year in advance and updated throughout the 
year to reflect planned cancellation (if any). Therefore, even though the data used as base 
year for forecast by the Topic Manager and the REIVON consortium are from the same 
provider, it is likely that the resulting operations data would have some minor differences. 
This could be due to the different ‘snapshot’ period where data were extracted, differences 
in processing, data granularity, etc. To ensure that the forecast data is consistent with the 
base year OAG data from REIVON (henceforth denoted as MMU-OAG), any differences will be 
adjusted to match the existing base year data provided by the Topic Manager (henceforth 
denoted as DLR-OAG). 
 
The MMU-OAG data comprised of global scheduled commercial passenger and cargo flights, 
while the DLR-OAG data is passenger only. For REIVON baseline and optimization scenarios, 
the MMU-OAG data will be processed to consist of only passenger traffic, but for contextualize 
results (see Figure 4.3), the global air traffic information would be useful. In this deliverable, 
we will present some preliminary overview of the MMU-OAG data (prior to detailed analysis), 
with full comprehensive analysis and comparison with the DLR-OAG to be provided by WP2. 
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Fleet composition data for the fuel/CO2 computations will be derived from OAG 2000 and 
2014. The global fleet consists of 167 distinct aircraft types in 2000. This increased to 219 in 
2014, where 177 of these are classed as passenger service types. No 2014 fleet data was 
available from DLR-OAG, but the 2020 data consisted of 148 types. The differences could be 
due to aircraft typing distinction, existence of light aircraft types (e.g. seaplanes), etc. A 
detailed analysis will be conducted in WP2 and non-relevant types will be removed from the 
database.   
 
The MMU-OAG 2000 data had ~28 million operations, across > 40,000 routes served by ~4,000 
airports globally. In MMU-OAG 2014, ~33 million operations, across > 60,000 routes served by 
~3,900 airports globally. Of this, ~31 million operations are classes as passenger service types, 
similar to those from DLR-OAG. It should be noted that these are preliminary indicative 
numbers with the full comparison currently underway as part of WP2. 
 
 

3.3 OD demand data 
 
The Origin-Destination (OD) demand data is the passenger demand information between 
origin and destination settlements or cities. Airlines plan their aircraft movements and routes 
according to this demand while trying to maximize Revenue Passenger Kilometre (RPK). RPK 
for one year are measured as the total number of kilometres travelled by all passenger on all 
routes. The OD demand data has been provided by DLR for years 2014, 2019, 2020, 2025, 
2030, 2040, 2045 and 2050 between airport pairs. The demand data is provided for two 
baseline scenarios (high and low growth). For the historic years 2014 and 2019 the realised 
demand data between airports has been provided. The data also provides the total RPK 
between airport pairs for all years. Additionally, the OD demand and RPK for all years are 
provided at regional level. A total of 50 regional groups are defined within the data.  
 
When considering the potential reduction of CO2 emissions via reduced flight frequency and 
network optimization, it is essential that the actual OD demand is met. Thus, this data will 
serve as constraint within the optimization formulation specifically for optimization 
alternatives 2 and 3. This is schematically represented and discussed in chapter 5. 
 
 

3.4 Other data  
 
A couple of other data sources will be used for specific purposes: 

 ICAO EEDB (aircraft emissions); 

 ANP Database (aircraft noise); 

 Population databases (GPWv4); 

 Airport data. 
 
The first two sources have been established on behalf of ICAO and contain certified or officially 
submitted aircraft data. The GPWv4 database is also recognised for use by UN organisations. 
Airport data will be compiled specifically.  
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3.4.1 ICAO EEDB 

The ICAO Aircraft Engine Emissions Databank (EEDB) contains data on exhaust emissions of 
production aircraft engines, measured according to the procedures in ICAO Annex 16, Volume 
II, and where noted, certified by the States of Design of the engines according to their national 
regulations. This database includes regulated engine types (namely turbojet and turbofan 
engines) with a static thrust greater than 26.7 kilo newton. The information is provided by the 
engine manufacturers and is hosted by the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) on behalf 
of ICAO. The frequency of databank updates depends on the availability of new data but is 
aimed to be at least once a year.  
  
The EEDB emission indices is employed in the following analytical steps: 1B, 1C, 2B, 2C and 3B. 
The emission indices are used by the FAST model to determine the LTO cycle fuel flow and for 
the computation of NOx emissions. 
  
3.4.2 ANP Database 

The Aircraft Noise and Performance (ANP) database is hosted and maintained by 
EUROCONTROL on behalf of ICAO. It provides the noise and performance characteristics of a 
wide range of civil aircraft types, which are required to compute noise contours around civil 
airports using the calculation method described in European Directive 2002/49/EC relating to 
assessment and management of environmental noise which is equivalent to ECAC Doc 29 and 
ICAO Doc 9911 guidance documents. ANP datasets are supplied by aircraft manufacturers for 
specific airframe engine types, in accordance with a specific ANP Data Request Form 
developed and maintained within the ICAO and European organisations. The most recent 
version on the ANP is incorporated in the most recent version of AEDT. This database will be 
used during the analytical step 3B (Impact assessment for airports of three alternatives for 
time until 2050). 
  
3.4.3 Population databases 

The Gridded Population of the World, Version 4 (GPWv4)4 is an openly-available, gridded 
population data that are suitable for the airport noise impacts assessments. It is a global 
dataset produced on a 30 arc-second resolution (~1 km at the equator) for the years 2000 to 
2020, at 5 years interval. The data are consistent with national censuses and population 
registers and has been used by government and public sector organizations such NASA, 
UNICEF and the United Nations  in the monitoring and implementation of the UN sustainable 
Development Goals. This database will be utilised during the analytical step 3B. 
 
In addition to the previous database, OpenStreetMap (OSM) information will be employed for 
the analysis. OSM provides free world-wide geographical information with a focus on 
transportation infrastructure. This information is made available in Shapefile format by 
Geofabrik GmbH, which allows its use in GIS applications. 
  
3.4.4 Airport data 

A database of airport information will be compiled using various available sources, most 
prominently the European AIS (Aeronautical Information Services) Database, that integrates 

                                                      
4 See: https://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/data/set/gpw-v4-population-count-rev11 
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official information from a large number of national AIP (Aeronautical Information 
Publication) providers. In addition to that, public internet sources will be used. Eventually, the 
database contains for every airport information on the geographic location, runway 
characteristics, such as length, width and surface properties, available equipment, e.g. 
Instrument Landing System including category as well as further parameters that allow for an 
estimation of the airport capacity. This data is employed in the following analytical steps: 1B, 
1C, 2B, 2C, 3B. 
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4 Fuel and CO2 calculation method and assumption  
 
In order to calculate the global aviation fuel and consequently CO2 emissions, the aircraft 
emissions model, FAST and the aircraft performance software, PIANO will be used (please 
refer to Section 7.2 for further details of FAST and PIANO). In this section, we will describe the 
fuel and CO2 calculation method and assumptions. 
 
Figure 4.1 illustrates the input that FAST requires to compute fuel burnt, distance travelled 
and the emissions such as CO2 and NOx. These are: 

 Departure and arrival airport locations to describe the routes and corresponding 
distances. The airport locations, routes and great circle distances (GCD) are based on the 
OAG data. 

 Route frequencies to describe the number of operations on the routes. The data source 
for these is the OAG for the base year 2014, from the Topic Manager for the baseline 
future years and the alternative scenarios from WP2. 

 Fleet information, i.e. aircraft and engine types, are also required for the computation of 
fuel flow. The base year 2014 fleet is obtained from OAG data while the baseline future 
years from the Topic Manager include aircraft types from the base year and also reference 
aircrafts. Similar to the operations, the alternative scenarios with optimized fleet and new 
aircraft design will be derived from WP2. The mapping of aircraft to specific engine types 
are not available from the OAG or Topic Manager data. Therefore, these would be sourced 
from ICAO Doc 9889 and publicly available data sources such as those referenced in 
Wikipedia. If more than one engine type is available for an aircraft type, an equal 
distribution will be assumed. 

 The aircraft engine emissions indices (EIs) are obtained from the ICAO Engine Emissions 
Databank (please refer to Section 3.4). 

 
Figure 4-1 Data requirements for fuel and emissions calculation in FAST. 
 

 
 
The LTO fuel burnt will be computed using the ICAO Time in Mode methodology as outlined 
in the ICAO CAEP Doc 9889 for the respective engine types. The non-LTO fuel burnt will be 
computed using the PIANO software via FAST. The fuel flow data for a set of representative 
aircraft types, great circle mission distances and cruise altitudes to cover the entire fleet for 
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base year and future years will be generated. The payload assumptions will be in line with 
load factor data provided by the Topic Manager. 
 
The computed full-flight fuel that would be based on GCDs will be corrected to account for 
inefficiencies in the flight network using CAEP adjustment factors for distances and fuel.  
 
Performance of reference aircraft types will be similarly computed by PIANO (if available) or 
for new aircraft types (relative to a reference aircraft type) from WP2. 
 
During the computation of fuel use and CO2 for the base cases and three alternatives, the 
global full flight NOx changes, an important factor for the local NOx assessment will be 
generated as well. 
 
Figure 4.2 illustrates a potential figure for REIVON main results. Here the baseline fuel (or CO2) 
results are compared with the results from the three alternative scenarios. Note that the 
Alternative 1, 2 and 3 optimization results are for illustrative purposes only, i.e. the order in 
the figure may change.   
 
Figure 4-2 Potential figure for REIVON fuel (or CO2 emissions). 

 
 
Other results that could be generated in addition to the REIVON main results, i.e. add-on 
results for WP2 fuel/CO2 calculations only, is depicted in Figure 4.3. These illustrative results 
could be used to contextualize REIVON results with other published literature and/or ICAO 
CAEP Environmental Trends results. In this case, any adjustments to the fuel and CO2 results 
that will take into account for example, technological or operational improvements, would be 
conducted as post-processing factors. Therefore, the exact methodology will be further 
explored within WP2. 
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Figure 4-3   Example ‘add-on’ results for WP2 that could contextualize REIVON results with 
other studies. 
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5 Methodology for defining optimization alternatives  
 
The overall objective is to identify the theoretical potential for reducing CO2 emissions via 
optimised combination of aircraft size/range and flight network compared to the current 
airline driven development. The identification of alternative air transport systems of variable 
aircraft fleet and route networks with minimum CO2 emissions while fulfilling boundary 
conditions is a complex combinatorial optimisation problem. Complexity reduction is required 
at an early stage to simplify the problem and reduce the computational effort without 
increasing uncertainty with respect to the optimum solution. Therefore, a number of 
preparatory steps need to be carried out, before the combinatorial problem is solved. Three 
optimisation cases or alternatives are considered to be solved in the course of the project by 
applying suitable solution algorithm:  
(1) splitting long-haul flights into shorter legs,  
(2) reducing frequencies to the necessary minimum and  
(3) a combination of 1 and 2. 
 
The optimization problem to calculate the potential CO2 emissions reduction will be 
formulated as outer and inner optimization loop. In the outer loop the aircraft design is varied, 
so the range and the capacity changes. For each design combination, the inner loop is carried 
out performing the network optimisation while the aircraft design and its performance 
remains static. The schematic representation of the optimization problem is shown in figure 
5.1. Individually, the outer and inner loop calculates the potential CO2 reduction by splitting 
the long-haul flights into shorter legs and reducing the frequency respectively. With a 
feedback loop between the two optimization loops the CO2 reduction potential for the third 
alternative can be calculated.    
 
Figure 5-1 Schematic representation of the optimization formulation with an outer and inner 

loop outlining the optimization alternatives. 
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Previous research indicates that especially medium to long-haul flights bear the potential to 
be substituted by shorter flights to save fuel and reduce CO2 emissions. As there is a lower 
range limit, it makes sense to filter the entire flight plan accordingly and separate it into 
different datasets for the optimisation alternatives 1, 2 and 3. Also, an airport database for 
the selection of the intermediate stop airport has to be compiled taking some suitability 
criteria, like e.g. available field length, infrastructure and equipment into account.  
 
Before considering CO2 reduction potential from variations in aircraft designs, it is ideal that a 
set of aircraft types are identified as reference aircraft. The selection of reference aircraft will 
be based on number of seats and range, the estimated contribution to global CO2 emissions 
and available seat kilometre (ASK). For the identification of the reference aircraft a preliminary 
design tool, NASA’s FLOPS, will be utilized. FLOPS enables the study of mission performance 
and provides fuel consumption for any given aircraft type. The choice of reference aircraft will 
be agreed upon with the Topic Manager. Upon approval, these reference aircraft’s will be 
optimized for different design ranges and number of seats. Additionally, in order to be able to 
efficiently determine the CO2 emissions of a given mission internal to the optimisation 
process, a response surface model will be generated. This model will consist of a set of 
formulas that allow for a fast calculation of fuel consumption and flight time as a function of 
the aircraft design range, the passenger capacity (i.e. number of seats) as well as the actual 
mission or stage length. These formulas are created using the results of a parameter study 
with preliminary aircraft design tool FLOPS.  
In summary the following four subtasks needs to be carried out as preparatory steps before 
solving the optimization problem:  

 Identify a set of reference aircraft based on number of seats, estimated CO2 emissions and 
ASK.  

 Generation of response surface model for a fast calculation of fuel consumption and flight 
time as a function of aircraft design range, number of seats and stage length. 

 Filtering of the air traffic data and separation into different datasets relevant for the 
optimisation cases 1, 2 and 3. 

 Compilation and preparation of an airport database. 
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Figure 5-2:  Generation of response surface using FLOPS to calculate fuel consumption 
as a function of aircraft design range, seating capacity and mission length. 

 
 
 
The NASA Flight Optimization Program (FLOPS) is used to generate the response surface 
model for all possible design combinations. FLOPS is a multidisciplinary system for preliminary 
design which can be used to vary certain design variables or optimize a configuration with 
respect to design variables. The  configuration design variables are wing area, wing sweep, 
wing  aspect ratio, wing taper ratio, wing thickness-chord ratio, gross weight, and thrust (size 
of engine).  The performance design variables are cruise Mach number and maximum cruise 
altitude. The tool also provides the mission performance i.e. mission profile, fuel consumption 
and flight time for design and off design missions. Using the published data for the set of 
reference aircraft types the FLOPS tool will be validated and deployed to calculate the 
redesigned aircraft by varying the design range and seating capacity. The mission performance 
with the redesigned aircraft will be calculated for a set of off design missions. The fuel 
consumption calculated for each aircraft derived from the combination of design range and 
seating capacity will be stored in a 3D matrix. Using regression analysis, set of formulas 
correlating the relation between fuel consumption, design range, number of seats and off 
design mission will be estimated. This will then be used in the optimization chain. Similarly a 
response surface for flight time can be generated as a function of aircraft design. Figure 5.2 
illustrates the process of generating the response surface using FLOPS. For reduced 
computational time and effort, only aircraft types of seat category similar to Airbus A320 and 
larger are considered for analysis.  
 
Once the preparatory steps are completed the actual combinatorial optimization problem is 
solved. The execution of the optimization framework for each alternative is discussed below:  
 
Alternative 1 
Selection of OD connections for which an intermediate stop operation seems applicable is 
made in the preparatory step. For consistency with the aircraft design choices, the routes 
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operated by aircraft types of seat category similar to Airbus A320 and larger are chosen for 
the base year and the forecasted years. Furthermore, the flights which will potentially benefit 
with an intermediate stop operations in reducing CO2 emissions will be selected for this study 
e.g. ranges greater than 2500 NM (Linke, Langhans, & Gollnick, 2011). The optimization 
problem for the first alternative is executed in the outer loop where the aircraft design with 
respect to design range and number of seats are varied. For each route in the dataset a subset 
of potential airports is chosen from all available airports using a geometric approach, e.g. the 
so-called ‘secans(theta)-method. Additional criteria such as detour factor, offset factor 
(allowing to find the closest to the midpoint), minimum overall trip time, minimum overall trip 
fuel etc… will be set when defining the set of intermediate stops. Further, the available take-
off field length and infrastructure at potential airports will be considered as constraints within 
the search algorithm.   
 
For each aerodrome in the shortlist of suitable airports the response surface model is 
evaluated both for the first leg from the departure to the intermediate airport and for the 
second leg from the intermediate to the destination airport. By doing so, fuel consumption 
and flight time of the split flight are determined. This will be repeated for different aircraft 
designs. For each aircraft design, the most suitable airport for an intermediate landing will be 
determined and maximum fuel savings/ CO2 reduction will be calculated by factoring the 
frequency of the route. Based on the estimated potential savings, fleet of aircraft will be 
defined for all routes depending on their mission length (e.g. short, medium and long range). 
An iterative loop will be implemented, where the number of aircraft types will be varied, to 
determine the optimal number of aircraft required in the global fleet to maximize the CO2 
reduction potential. The airport leading to the minimum fuel consumption for given aircraft 
design can be considered the optimal intermediate airport. The optimization loop will 
terminate when the algorithm cannot find further fuel improvements by varying the aircraft 
design. 
 
Alternative 2 
Similar to the first alternative, the route network will be filtered by aircraft type (A320 seat 
category and larger). Additionally, to reduce the network complexity only the most important 
routes i.e. routes with high passenger demand e.g. > 1 million will be considered. The 
optimization of the network to reduce the frequency to necessary minimum will be carried 
out in the inner loop. A comparable approach to that of (Nollau & Thießen, 2019) will be 
employed in the inner loop to calculate the optimized network. The reduction of the number 
of aircraft movements will be reduced by exploiting larger aircraft. The aircraft design 
variations will be carried out in the outer loop for the selected route network, as discussed in 
alternative 1. However, the outer loop will not include the intermediate stops and will 
maintain the existing network.   
 
The route network along with the redesigned aircraft fleet will serve as an input and initial 
guess for the inner loop. In order to meet the original passenger demand, the optimization 
problem here will determine the CO2 reduction potential by aggregating trips between two 
airports depending on the capacity of the redesigned aircraft. Additionally, the optimization 
algorithm will also evaluate alternative routes for passengers to reach their final destination 
to minimize aircraft movements and consequentially the fuel consumption of the entire air 
traffic. However, the search algorithm will be limited to the existing flight plan, i.e. no new 
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connections between two airports will be considered. The plausibility of diverting the 
passengers via an alternative route will be constrained by the necessity to meet the original 
OD demand. In case of large feasible combinations, the optimization can be further 
constrained to maintain the departure time frames e.g. hourly departures and limiting the 
maximum permissible extension to original trip time.  
 
The final optimal solution of the inner loop will be fuel efficient aircraft movements plan 
operated with redesigned aircraft. The new aircraft movements dataset will be fed back to 
the outer loop. The outer loop will find a search direction for aircraft design by varying the 
design range and seating capacity to determine the optimal aircraft fleet for the optimized 
network. The network optimization will be repeated for each design combination. The loop 
will terminate when the optimization algorithm cannot improve the aggregated fuel 
consumption of the network anymore.  
 
Alternative 3 
For the third alternative it is a combination of outer and inner optimization loops where a 
feedback is introduced between both optimization algorithms. Similar to alternative 1 the 
outer optimization will calculate the most optimal intermediate stops and fuel-efficient 
aircraft fleet. The optimized ISO network will be provided as an input to the inner loop. The 
inner loop will optimize the network to reduce the frequency. This will be fed back to the outer 
loop where the algorithm will revaluate the design choices and determine the intermediate 
stops for the revised fleet. This process will be repeated till no further improvements in fuel 
consumption can be obtained.  
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6 Metrics to be applied in impact assessment  
 

6.1 Metrics for impact assessment air transport system 
 
During WP1 a first overview of metrics to be considered in the assessment of impacts for the 
air transport system has been made. This overview will be further elaborated as part of task 
3.1. The overview of metrics is provided in table 6.1. The table shows that impacts for the 
main stakeholders (airlines, consumers (passengers) and aircraft manufacturers) will be taken 
into account. Metrics for airports, another main stakeholder, are discussed separately in 
Section 6.2.    
 

As part of work package 3 the metrics in the overview will be quantified for the years 2035 

and 2050. This will be done for the baseline scenarios (unconstrained high and low growth 
baseline scenario) and for the optimization alternatives. The quantified impacts for the 
optimization alternatives will be compared with the applicable baseline scenario. Hence in 
work package 3 the focus will be on the quantification of impacts for the air transport system. 
Qualitative interpretations of these impacts, in terms of what the main feasibility issues are 
for implementing the optimization alternatives, will to a large extent be part of work package 
4 whereby an analysis will be made of measures required to overcome the main feasibility 
issues.  
 

The impact for most metrics will be assessed on three aggregation levels: i) global; ii) 
international versus domestic; and iii) CAEP route group. The CAEP route group dimension 
considers 50 route groups covering global air traffic, 12 of which include Europe. Hereby 40 

route groups relate to international air traffic (10 between Europe and other world regions 
and 1 intra-European) and 10 route groups relate to domestic air traffic (one of them being 
Europe domestic).  
 
For some metrics a distinction between hub and regional airports will be made. Based on this 
a distinction can be made between 3 route groups: i) hub to hub; ii) hub to regional; and iii) 
regional to regional. The definition of the list of hub airports will be made as part of WP3. This 
can be based on traffic volume and share of transfer passengers (e.g. +30%).  
 
Furthermore in relation to the metric “flight frequency per airport pair” we will define 
frequency classes (e.g. >=1 flight/day; >=1 flight/week ; <flight/week), and metrics with 
respect to flights and fleet will also be outputted by seat/range bands. 
 
Aircraft movements (i.e. landing or take-off) are attributed to an airport and can be 
aggregated to countries and regions. As part of the metric we can assess the airports or 
countries with the largest change in movements due to an optimization alternative. The 
regions considered in the impact assessment will be the same as the 10 regions considered in 
defining the 50 CAEP route groups5.  
 

                                                      
5 These regions are: 1) Africa; 2) Central America/Caribbean; 3) China/Mongolia; 4) Europe; 5) Middle East; 6)  
North America; 7) North Asia; 8) Pacific South East Asia; 9) South America; and 10) South West Asia 
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Table 6-1 Metrics for impact assessment air transport system. 
Impact categories / metrics Unit Dimensions 

1. Energy and Environment   

Fuel use megatonne Global; international/domestic; CAEP route group 

CO2 emissions megatonne Global; international/domestic; CAEP route group 

NOx emissions megatonne Global; international/domestic; CAEP route group 

2. Aircraft operations   

Flights million flight Global; international/domestic; CAEP route group; seat/range band 

Aircraft km billion ac-km Global; international/domestic; CAEP route group; seat/range band 

Movements million mov Global; region; country; airport  

3. Airlines   

Passengers million pax Global; international/domestic; CAEP route group 

Passenger km billion pax-km Global; international/domestic; CAEP route group 

Airline revenues billion € Global; international/domestic; CAEP route group 

4. Consumers   

Number of direct connections nr. of airport pairs Global; international/domestic; CAEP route group; hubs/regional airports 

Flight frequency per airport pair flights Global; international/domestic; CAEP route group; hubs/regional airports; frequency class  

Ticket price per pax-km €  Global; international/domestic; CAEP route group 

Travel time per trip hours  Global; international/domestic; CAEP route group 

Consumer surplus billion € Global; international/domestic; CAEP route group 

5. Aircraft manufacturers   

Aircraft fleet number of aircraft Global; seat/range band 

New aircraft productions number of aircraft Global; seat/range band 

6.  Operating efficiency   

Average flight distance km Global; international/domestic; CAEP route group 

Passengers per flight pax Global; international/domestic; CAEP route group 

Fuel use per aircraft km kg  Global; international/domestic; CAEP route group 

Fuel use per pax km gram/pax-km Global; international/domestic; CAEP route group 

CO2 emissions per pax km gram/pax-km Global; international/domestic; CAEP route group 

NOx emissions per pax km gram/pax-km Global; international/domestic; CAEP route group 
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The impact on ticket prices will follow from an analysis of cost impacts, whereby it will be 
assumed that changes in airline operating costs, as induced by an optimization alternative,  
are passed on into changes in ticket prices. Changes in airline cost following from an optimised 
air transport system can relate to for example: 
• Changes in fleet management costs due to changes in fleet composition; 
• Change in fuel costs due to changes in fuel use; 
• Change in airport landing costs due to splitting up long haul flights or reducing frequencies; 
• Change in flight and cabin crew costs due to changes in aircraft block times.  
 

It is recognized that the assessment of some cost impacts is more straightforward (for example 
impact on fuel costs) whereas other cost impacts (fleet costs) are more difficult to assess. As 
part of WP3 approaches will be developed how to deal with the assessment of the more 
uncertain cost impacts.  

 
 

6.2 Metrics for impact assessment for airports 

 
6.2.1 Local Air Quality 
 
Emission inventories for each of the selected airports, year and scenario considered will be 
provided. These inventories will include nitrogen oxides, with the possibility to add other 
pollutants such as SOx, CO, unburned hydrocarbons and non-volatile particulate matter. 
  
The following emission sources will be considered for the LTO cycle: main aircraft engines, 
Auxiliary Power Units (APUs), Ground Power Units (GPUs), Handling and support equipment, 
and main engine start-ups. 
  
Therefore, the metrics provided will be the total emissions per considered pollutant, source 
and aircraft group. 
 
 
6.2.2 Local noise 
 
Figure 6.1 below describes the overall noise modelling process. Using the most recent version 
AEDT (current version 3d), we will generate Lden and Lnight noise contours. In addition, we will 
develop night time Lmax occurrence above threshold contours. We will derive the required 
input data from the results of other analyses in this study. 
 
The most recent version of AEDT, version 3d is the current version. AEDT contains the most 
up-to-date Aircraft Noise Performance (ANP) database, as well as the most up-to-date aircraft 
emissions data. AEDT includes EUROCONTROL’s Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) Family 4, which 
provides improved modelling fidelity in the terminal area, and enables the ability to compute 
noise and emissions from sophisticated user-defined flight procedures. 
 

 
Figure 6-1 Noise Modelling Process Overview. 
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We shall configure AEDT to generate the following noise contours: 

 Lden (day: 07:00:00-18:59:59, Evening: 19:00:00, Night 23:00:00-06:59:59) 

 Lnight (night time period defined from 23:00 to 06:59:59) 
  
The Lnight noise metric is the unweighted portion of the Lden metric for the night time period 
defined from 23:00 to 06:69. It represents an 8-hour cumulative unweighted noise average. 
The Lnight metric is an indicator of the partial contribution of the night time aircraft operations 
and may be used to design and evaluate potential night time mitigation strategies. 
  
We shall configure AEDT to generate the following night time Lmax occurrence above threshold 
contours: 

 Lmax 60 dB 

 Lmax 70 dB 
  
As shown in Table 6.2, the Lden noise metric imposes different penalties for each of the 
operational time periods. It is generally accepted that Lden 65 dB is the limit above which 
significant noise impact occurs primarily in the form of annoyance. Many countries have 
established Lden = 50 dB as the threshold at which significant noise impact may occur. 
 
Table 6-2  Lden and Lnight time periods. 

Lden Time Period Weight Penalty (dB) Time 

Day 1 0 07:00:00 – 18:59:59 

Evening 3.16 5 19:00:00 – 22:59:59 

Night 10 10 22:00:00 – 06:59:59 

Lnight Time Period Weight Penalty (dB) Time 

Day 0 0 07:00:00 – 18:59:59 

Evening 0 0 19:00:00 – 22:59:59 

Night 1 1 22:00:00 – 06:59:59 

  
To determine noise contours for future and alternative scenarios, reasonable assumptions 
need to be made for the use of different runways and approach/departure flight routes. Also, 
for intermediate stop operations, it is important to consider the time of the day when they 
occur, as this impacts the evening/night penalty. 
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To analyse and evaluate the potential impact of aircraft noise around an airport, we compare 
the noise contours generated via a simulation model to land use information and population 
data. This type of analysis provides information on potential noise levels people in the affected 
area would experience. However, obtaining accurate population counts within each noise 
contour is difficult. Population data are generally available in population density, from which 
we estimate the population count by multiplying the population density by the area of the 
noise contours. However, this may lead to inaccurate estimates, mainly where sparsely 
populated areas are located within the noise contours. 
 
To better analyse aircraft noise's potential impact, we propose depicting the noise contours 
on maps showing noise-sensitive areas and receivers. These maps are generally named noise 
exposure maps (NEM) and may contain the following elements: 

 Base map 

 Noise contours 

 Buildings (mainly residential buildings and other noise-sensitive buildings) 

 Location of noise-sensitive receivers (e.g., school, churches, hospitals, and parks 

 General land use classifications 
 
To the best extent possible, the NEM shows building outlines colour-coded according to the 
building's general use (e.g., residential, apartment, house). In addition to the noise exposure 
maps, we propose developing data tables showing the approximate number of buildings 
associated with noise-sensitive categories (e.g., residential, apartment, house). 
 
We propose using the most recent data collected by the OpenStreetMap (OSM) project for 
the analysis. OSM is a project dedicated to creating a free world-wide geographic data set. Its 
primary focus is on transportation infrastructure. However, OSM also collects other relevant 
data such as points of interest, buildings, natural features, land use information, and 
boundaries such as coastlines and administrative boundaries. 
 
Geofabrik GmbH is an active contributor to OSM and makes OSM data available in Shapefile 
format, facilitating the utilization of OSM data in GIS applications such as ArcGIS Pro for 
geographic analysis. Also, Geofabrik provides detailed documentation regarding the data in 
the Shapefiles. Therefore, we propose using Geofabrik OSM shapefiles to develop the noise 
exposure map and the impact analysis tables. 
 
In a case where building or sensitive receiver data is not complete, we will attempt to 
complete the missing data via other mapping data systems (e.g., Google Maps, Google Street 
View, or similar). We will determine the missing data via a site visit for specific critical locations 
where it is not possible to complete the missing data remotely. 
 
 
6.2.3 Airport Capacity  
 
The optimization strategies to be analysed in this study may impact the capacity of an airport. 
The term airport capacity generally refers to throughput capacity such as aircraft movements 
per hour or passengers per hour. When a certain level of processing demand approaches the 
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capacity limits, we can expect delays. Delay generally reduces the level of service provided by 
the airport. Delay may also increase operating costs and generate additional unnecessary 
emissions (e.g., additional fuel burn while holding on a taxiway). 
 
As a consequence of higher operating costs, profitability may decrease. For example, an airline 
may choose to operate from another airport due to the high costs of delay, thereby decreasing 
the airport's revenue and profitability. The airport may choose to invest in the development 
of new facilities to meet the demand. However, the cost of capital investment may also reduce 
the profitability of the airport. Also, the airport may not be able to secure the funds necessary 
to fund large capital development in addition to the existing operating costs. New and larger 
facilities generally have higher operating costs, which have a negative impact on the airport’s 
profitability. 
 
A complicating factor is the variation of demand over time, which may be described in the 
following terms: 

 Annual variation over time 

 Monthly peaks within a defined year 

 Daily peaks within a defined month or week 

 Hourly peaks within a defined day 
 
These variations are generally due to external patterns such as daily weather patterns, or 
seasonal travel such as winter and summer travel, as well as the nature of the demand (e.g., 
domestic/international ratio, long-haul/short-haul, network/low-cost carrier, geographic 
location, catchment area) 
 
The best methodology to estimate the capacity of airport facilities and the airport as a whole 
is through the use of simulation of dynamics models. However, developing a detailed dynamic 
simulation model is out of the scope of this project. Besides, the cost of developing a detailed 
model may be high due to the time it requires to develop a model and the data requirements 
and review necessary to obtain a valid model. 
 
Airport capacity may also refer to the airport’s capability to meet specific design requirements 
such as: 

 Pavement strength 

 Size of aircraft facilities (e.g. parking aprons, stands, de-ice) 

 Capability to reconfigure facilities to serve different types of aircraft 

 Availability of equipment to process aircraft, passengers, and ground vehicles. 
 
In this project, we propose developing a macroscopic airport model and applying an analytical 
and simplified simulation modelling methodology (Figure 6.2). We will model the airport in 
three major domain areas: landside, terminal, and airside. The airport terminal plays a key 
role as it is the point at which the mode of transportation changes from ground vehicles to 
aircraft and vice versa. The focus of the airside is on aircraft, while the landside is focused on 
ground vehicles. 
 
Figure 6-2 ???. 
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As part of the airport capacity analysis, we may analyse the following elements: 

 Landside 
o Access roads 
o Availability and capacity of vehicle parking areas and car rental facilities 
o Other transportation modes 

 Terminal 
o Airline ticket counters 
o Security screening checkpoints and procedures 
o Immigration and emigration passport controls 
o Gate capacity 
o Configuration of aircraft stands and parking aprons 

 Airside 
o Taxiway geometry 

 High-speed taxiways 
 End-around taxiways 

o Runway geometry 
o Aircraft de-ice facilities 
o Support vehicles 

  
We will use the following guidance materials produced by the Airport Cooperative Research 
Program (ACP): 

 Report 19: Developing an Airport Performance-Measurement System 

 Report 25: Airport Passenger Terminal Planning and Design (Volume 1 and 2) 

 Report 40: Airport Kerbside and Terminal Area Roadway Operations 

 Report 79: Evaluating Airfield Capacity 

 Report 104: Defining and Measuring Aircraft Delay and Airport Capacity Thresholds 

 Report 106: Guidebook on Building Airport Workforce Capacity 

 Report 190: Common Performance Metrics for Airport Infrastructure and Operational 
Planning 

 Synthesis 93: Sustainability’s Role in Enhancing Airport Capacity 
 
 
6.2.4 Summary of metrics for impact assessment for airports 
 
Based on sections 6.2.1 through 6.2.3 table 6.3 provides a summary overview of the metrics 
considered in the impact assessment for airports.  
 
 
Table 6-3 Metrics for impact assessment for airports. 

Impact categories / metrics Unit Scope 

Local Air quality   
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CO2 emissions Megatonne/
yr 

Annual LTO cycle emissions per aircraft category 
group and source 

NOx emissions Tonne/yr Annual LTO cycle emissions per aircraft category 
group and source 

Other pollutants such as SOx, 
CO, unburned hydrocarbons 
and non-volatile particulate 
matter 

Tonne/yr Annual LTO cycle emissions per aircraft category 
group and source 

Local noise   

Lden dBA Lden 55, 65, 75 

Lnight dBA Lnight 55, 65, 75 

Night time Lmax occurrence Number of 
occurrences 

Number of occurrences where Lmax exceeds 60 
and 70 dBA 

Population Estimates Number of 
people 

Approximate number of people located within 
the noise contours: Lden, Lnight, and Lmax 
exceedance 

Building Counts Number of 
buildings 

Number noise sensitive buildings located within 
the contours 

Noise Sensitive Receivers Location Location of noise sensitive receivers (e.g., 
hospitals, schools, parks) 

Airport capacity   

Multiple metrics  Multiple airport capacity related metrics to 
assess the relative performance of the proposed 
alternatives compared to the existing conditions. 
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7 Models and tools applied in REIVON  
 

7.1 Overviews of models/tools 
 
REIVON will use a range of state-of-the-art models and tools to support the analysis. An 
overview of models/tools to be applied in REIVON is provided in table 7.1. The table also 
indicates in which of the analytical steps, as defined in chapter 2, the models/tools are used. 
More details on the models/tools are provided in the subsequent sections.  
 
Table 7-1 Overview of models/tools to be applied in REIVON. 

Name Short description Use in analytical steps 

FAST Model to compute fuel, CO2, and NOx for global aviation 1B, 1C, 2B, 2C 

PIANO Model to compute aircraft performance, i.e. fuel flow by 
flight segment 

1B, 1C, 2B, 2C 

AERO-MS Model to compute impacts for stakeholders at the level of 
the global air transport system  

3C 

AEDT Model used to estimate noise impact, fuel burn, and 
emissions at the airport level. AEDT Version 3c (or most 
current version at the time the task start) will be used. 

3B 

LASPORT Model to assess local air quality around airports taking 
into account emissions of aircraft movements and other 
sources. 

3B 

 
7.2 FAST model and PIANO 
 
FAST, the Future civil Aviation Scenario software Tool is a CAEP-approved global 3D aircraft 
emissions model (Owen et al, 2010). It is continually updated by MMU to allow operations 
from different sources (e.g. OAG, EUROCONTROL, US DoT Volpe labs). It has 789 
aircraft/engine types and outputs fuel, distance, CO2, NOx and nvPM (see Figure 4.1). It has 
been used in every CAEP cycle since CAEP/8 and in numerous EU research projects 
(TRADEOFF, QUANTIFY, REACT4C, TEAM_Play, ATM4E, SENECA). The model can be used with 
forecast traffic to make emission projections. PIANO (Project Interactive Analysis and 
Optimisation) (Lissys Limited, 2021), which amongst other things simulates aircraft 
performance and fuel flow, is the analysis tool used to provide aircraft performance data to 
FAST. It is a recognized aircraft performance tool within CAEP and is used by many airframe 
and engine manufacturers. It has a wide range of aircraft database including projected future 
aircraft types. 
 
 

7.3 AERO-MS 
 
The AERO-MS is a tool, for which the IPR is with EASA6, that is designed to assess the impacts 
on the global air transport system of alternative policies and developments to reduce global 

                                                      
6 During the preparation phase of REIVON, EASA has formally provided permission to use the AERO-MS for the 
REIVON project. 
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aviation greenhouse gas emissions [EASA, 2010]. The impacts are computed relative to a 
future air transport demand forecast.  All AERO-MS computations depart from a base situation 
representing the air transport system for the base year.  

The basis for the AERO-MS is the Unified Database (UD) which contains a detailed record of 
aviation movements in the base year. For setting up the UD use is made of EUROCONTROL 
WISDOM Operations Database. The UD records data for over 123,000 airport-pairs. Airline 
cost and fare data in the AERO-MS are based on IATA and ICAO data.  

As part of REIVON the air transport demand forecast, as provided by the Topic Manager (see 
Section 3.1) will be implemented in the AERO-MS. This will be the reference situation against 
which the impacts of the three alternatives for an optimised global air transport system will 
be assessed.  

Figure 7.1 below provides an overview of the 5 core models in the AERO-MS and the 
interactions between the models. The figure also shows how the AERO-MS will be applied in 
REIVON as part of the impact assessment on the air transport system of the three alternatives 
for an optimised air transport system. The impact for the various stakeholders, generated by 
the model DECI, will in particular be relevant for REIVON. 

Figure 7-1   Application of the AERO-MS in REIVON. 
 

 
 

7.4 AEDT 
 
As described in the User’s and Technical Manuals, the Aviation Environmental Design Tool 
(AEDT) of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is a software system that dynamically 
models aircraft performance in space and time to produce (among other things) noise 
contours around airports. With AEDT, we can process individual studies varying in scope from 
a single flight at an airport to scenarios at the regional, national, and global levels 
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AEDT includes a database of over 3,000 airframe-engine combinations and runway 
information for over 30,000 airports worldwide. Using the AEDT database,  we can build 
studies and estimate the interdependencies between noise, fuel consumption, and emissions 
consequences of aviation activity. With AEDT we can answer questions of interest about the 
environmental consequences of aviation activities. 
 
Form a technical perspective, AEDT is built on the Microsoft .NET Framework and SQL Server. 
AEDT is capable of running on Windows 10 and Windows Server 2016 operating systems. AEDT 
is also supported by extensive system databases covering airports, airspace, and fleet 
information that span the global nature of the aviation industry. 
 
AEDT renders output data in a geospatial nature given the Esri-based core of the tool, which 
supports compatibility with other geospatial applications such as ArcGIS Pro. 
 
Using the optimization analysis results, the aircraft noise for the selected airports will be 
analysed using AEDT. Using the available historical data and the analysis results, a fleet mix, 
day/evening/night split, runway utilization, and flight track utilization will be derived. These 
are the inputs necessary to compute noise contours around the airport. Two primary metrics 
are proposed for impact determination Lden and Lnight. The Lden metric has been associated 
with annoyance and Lnight is an indicator for night time sleep disturbance. In addition, we will 
use the count of occurrences of Lmax exceedances as a supplemental noise metric. 
 

7.5 LASPORT 
 
Based on experiences with the application of the Lagrangian dispersion model LASAT at 
airports in Germany and Switzerland, LASPORT (LASAT for Airports) was developed in 2002 on 
behalf of the Federal German Airports Association (ADV) as a standard tool for emission and 
dispersion calculations. 
  
The program system is available as a commercial software package since 2003. It has been 
steadily adopted to the requirements of practice and current standards, among other based 
on projects with EUROCONTROL and ICAO/CAEP studies on local air quality. LASPORT has been 
approved for use by ICAO/CAEP (ICAO Environmental Report 2010). It has been applied at a 
variety of international airports (among others Frankfurt, Munich, Zurich, Vienna, Heathrow, 
Helsinki, Warsaw, Milano) as well as in current CAEP studies and in the current Horizon2020 
projects AVIATOR and RAPTOR. 
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Figure 7-2 Structure and calculation pathways of the program system LASPORT. 

 
 
LASPORT is supported by a graphical user interface that provides the following functionalities: 

 Definition of source groups, emissions, and other parameters. 

 Preparation and evaluation of journals with individual aircraft movements. 

 Calculation of overall emissions for each source group and pollutant. 

 Preparation, start, and control of the dispersion calculation with LASAT. 

 Result analysis and graphical visualization. 
 
The following source groups are explicitly accounted for: 

 Aircraft traffic (complete LTO cycle divided into 6 phases). 

 Auxiliary power units (APU), ground power units (GPU), engine start-ups. 

 Ground support equipment (GSE). 

 Motor traffic  
 
Aircraft traffic is defined either based on general traffic information (scenario calculation) or 
by means of a movement journal with individual aircraft movements (monitor 
calculation).Monitor calculations allow a detailed study of actual aircraft traffic. Scenario 
calculations are well suited for prognosis calculations for which no detailed traffic information 
is available. 
 
In a monitor calculation, individual emission strengths per movement and LTO phase and 
individual profiles can be applied: user-defined values, certification values based on the ICAO 
engine emission databank and LASPORT default profiles, or performance-based values and 
profiles derived by the integrated performance model ADAECAM (based on PIANO). 
 
A data base provides engine emissions, aircraft types, airports (worldwide), and default 
emissions of fuel burn, NOx, HC, CO, CO2, Benzene, SOx, PM10, odorants, and non-volatile 
ultrafine particles (mass and number) for all explicit source groups. 
 
  



REIVON Deliverable D1   

This project has received funding from the Clean Sky 2 Joint Undertaking under the European Union’s 
Horizon 2020 research program under grant agreement No 863969 
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